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 Taking On the Stigma of Inauthenticity :

 Adorno's Critique of Genuineness

 Martin Jay

 To know inauthenticity is not the same as to be authentic.
 ?Paul de Man, Blindness and Insight

 "The search for authenticity, nearly everywhere we find it in modern times,"

 writes Marshall Berman in his book on Rousseau, The Politics of Authenticity,

 "is bound up with a radical rejection of things as they are. ... the desire for

 authenticity has emerged in modern society as one of the most politically
 explosive of human impulses."1 Even those with less radical agendas, like
 Sigmund Freud, have been seen as sharing the same desire. According to
 Lionel Trilling in his classic study Sincerity and Authenticity, Freud's insis
 tence on the tragic dimension of the human condition "had the intention of
 sustaining the authenticity of human existence that formerly had been rati
 fied by God."2 Friedrich Nietzsche, Trilling added, dreaded "the inauthenticity

 1. Marshall Berman, The Politics of Authenticity: Radical Individualism and the Emergence of
 Modern Society (New York: Atheneum, 1970), xix.

 2. Lionel Trilling, Sincerity and Authenticity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
 1972), 156. A few years earlier, albeit with somewhat more skepticism, Philip Rieff had noted in his
 influential Freud: The Mind of the Moralist (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1961), 352, that "Freud's
 ethic resembles Sartre's existentialism, which offers a related criterion, authenticity, as a way of

 judging what is good in human action." For a later discussion see Charles Taylor, The Ethics of
 Authenticity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991).

 New German Critique 97, Vol. 33, No. 1, Winter 2006
 DOI 10.1215/0094033X-2005-003 ? 2006 by New German Critique, Inc.

 75
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 16 Adorno's Critique of Genuineness

 of experience, which he foresaw would be the consequence of the death
 of God."3

 These testimonials to the power of authenticity as the reigning value of
 a society bereft of divine sanction and dissatisfied with the false comforts of

 modern life can be seen as symptomatic documents of the 1960s and early
 1970s, at least in the American context. They can, in fact, be seen to represent

 the culmination of the powerful impact on American culture of Sartrean exis

 tentialism, which reinforced native inclinations, stemming from certain strains

 in evangelical Protestantism and the frontier experience, to rely on individual

 responsibility to resist external conformist pressures.4 At a time when moral
 relativism appeared hard to overcome, authenticity also seemed to lend at least

 a measure of value to whatever beliefs were held with special intensity and
 fervor. Indeed, if recent books like Alexander Nehamas's Virtues of Authen
 ticity and Geoffrey Hartman's Scars of the Spirit: The Struggle against Inau

 thenticity are any indication, the positive glow surrounding the word authen
 ticity remains strong into our own century.5

 Yet at virtually the same time that Americans like Berman and Trilling
 were identifying authenticity as the highest value of their age, Theodor W.

 Adorno was attacking what he dubbed "the jargon of authenticity" as the lat
 est version of "the German Ideology."6 His 1967 text, one of the most excori

 ating polemics he ever wrote, was directed largely at Martin Heidegger, Karl
 Jaspers, Martin Buber, and other German existentialists, with an occasional

 nod to Sartre and a recognition that the roots of the jargon lay in the Weimar
 Republic rather than the postwar era.

 It is particularly noteworthy that Adorno, who took so much from Freud

 and Nietzsche and was no less adamant than Berman in radically rejecting

 3. Trilling, Sincerity and Authenticity, 158.
 4. See Ann Fulton, Apostles of Sartre: Existentialism in America, 1945-1963 (Evanston, IL:

 Northwestern University Press, 1999), 74-76.
 5. Alexander Nehamas, Virtues of Authenticity: Essays on Plato and Socrates (Princeton, NJ:

 Princeton University Press, 1999); Geoffrey Hartman, Scars of the Spirit: The Struggle against Inau
 thenticity (New York: Palgrave/Macmillan, 2002). Nehamas, it should be noted, does not endorse
 the Platonic notion of authentic forms, but he nonetheless concludes that "Plato remains, if I may

 use these terms here, the perfect model of a genuine philosopher, the authentic standard by which
 philosophy, including especially the philosophy of today, must measure itself" (xxxv). For an even
 more recent discussion of the issue, which links it to contemporary popular culture, see Charles
 Guignon, On Being Authentic (London: Routledge, 2004).

 6. Theodor W. Adorno, The Jargon of Authenticity, trans. Knut Tarnowski and Frederic Will

 (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1973). Hereafter cited as JA. The original Jargon
 der Eigentlichkeit: Zur deutschen Ideologie was published in Frankfurt in 1964 but had no impact
 on the American discussion.
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 Martin Jay 17

 "things as they are," nonetheless reckoned authenticity on the side of the
 conformists and identified it as an especially German, rather than American,

 ideology. Even more striking is Adorno's having anticipated the argument of
 The Jargon of Authenticity in one of the most trenchant aphorisms of Min
 ima Moralia, "Gold Assay" ("Goldprobe"), written in 1945, while he was still

 in his American exile.7 This aphorism was the indispensable link between
 Adorno's later attack on German existentialism and a celebrated earlier essay

 by his great friend Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechani

 cal Reproduction," which, even more than the critique of S0ren Kierkegaard
 in Adorno's 1933 Habilitationsschrift, provides the key arguments for his
 attack on authenticity.8

 First, several etymological observations are in order (even as we acknowl
 edge Adorno's own skepticism about placing too much faith in the origins of
 words). Authenticity {Authentizit?t), derived from the Greek autos, or "self,"

 and hentes, or "prepared," implies something done by one's own hand and
 thus a reliable guarantee of quality. In German, the more common word is

 Eigentlichkeit, whose root is in eigen, the perfect participle of an archaic verb
 meaning "have" or "possess." As a result, the substantive suggests proprietary
 ownership, including of the self. A third term, Echtheit, comes from a nieder

 deutsch term, echact, which means "following the law," an origin that alerts
 us to the link between echt and recht. Interestingly, the usual English equiva
 lent, genuineness, has a very different sedimented meaning, coming as it does

 from the Latin genuinus, which means "native" or "inborn." Although all of
 these terms overlap considerably, one theorist argues that there is a genuine

 and false authenticity and a genuine and false inauthenticity. That theorist,

 7. Theodor W. Adorno, Minima Moralia: Reflections from Damaged Life, trans. E. F. N. Jeph
 cott (London: NLB, 1974), 152-55. Hereafter cited as MM.

 8. Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," in Illuminations:
 Essays and Reflections, ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken, 1969), (hereafter
 cited as "Work"); Theodor W. Adorno, Kierkegaard: Construction of the Aesthetic, ed. and trans.
 Robert Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989). The debts of the latter
 work to Benjamin are themselves strong, one commentator going so far as to call it little more than the

 application of The Origin of German Tragic Drama to Kierkegaard. See Peter Fenves, "Image and
 Chatter: Adorno's Construction of Kierkegaard," Diacritics 22 (1992): 110. For an analysis of Benja
 min's distance from Heidegger's notion of authentic time in this work and in an earlier fragment of
 1916 called "Tragedy and Trauerspiel" see Howard Caygill, "Benjamin, Heidegger, and the Destruc
 tion of Tradition," in Walter Benjamin s Philosophy: Destruction and Experience, ed. Andrew Ben
 jamin and Peter Osborne (London: Routledge, 1994). Caygill argues that, for Benjamin, "tragic time
 is authentic, and marks a present which is redeemed and completed by gathering the past to itself,

 while time for the Trauerspiel is inauthentic: the past ruining the present and making it entirely in
 vain_The fragmentary and elliptical form of the essay resists the temptation present in Heidegger's
 treatise to restore authenticity by any move towards dialectical resolution" (9).
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 18 Adorno's Critique of Genuineness

 Heidegger, was of course Adorno's most direct target in his critique of the
 jargon of authenticity.9 What I hope to show is that Adorno himself relied on
 a similar distinction, albeit with very different criteria of judgment.

 In regard to "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,"
 Adorno quarreled with a number of Benjamin's arguments, especially his pre
 mature dismissal of the value of an artwork's autonomy and his blunt advo
 cacy of the politicization of art.10 As late as the posthumously published
 Aesthetic Theory, Adorno would charge that the essay betrayed Benjamin's
 "identification with the aggressor" because it tried to reintegrate art and practi

 cal life.11 Yet Adorno seems to have learned from his friend's work a powerful

 lesson about the impossibility of reversing the decline of what Benjamin had
 called "aura," whose alleged recovery was at the heart of ideological efforts

 to achieve authenticity in the present fallen world.

 Benjamin's essay addresses the issue of authenticity fundamentally in
 aesthetic terms, which foreground the crucial distinction between the auratic

 original work and its reproduction. "The presence of the original," he writes,

 "is the prerequisite to the concept of authenticity. . . . The whole sphere of
 authenticity is outside technical?and of course, not only?technical reproduci
 bility" ("Work," 226).12 The context that gives the original artwork its special
 power is, however, ultimately religious: "The unique value of the 'authentic'
 work of art has its basis in ritual, the location of its original use value" (226).

 Although the cult origins of aesthetic authenticity have been effaced, their
 residue remains potent in the modern worship of aesthetic beauty, for "with the

 9. Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (Oxford:
 Blackwell, 1962), 146. For an analysis of his use of the term see the entry "authenticity and inau
 thenticity" in Michael Inwood, A Heidegger Dictionary (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999).

 10. See, in particular, his lengthy letter of March 16, 1936, to Benjamin, which details his qualms.

 In Theodor W. Adorno and Walter Benjamin, The Complete Correspondence, 1928-1940, ed. Heinz
 Lonitz, trans. Nicholas Walker (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 127-32.

 11. Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis: Univer
 sity of Minneapolis Press, 1997), 311. Hereafter cited as AT.

 12. A decade earlier, in The Origin of German Tragic Drama, trans. John Osborne (London:
 Verso, 1977), Benjamin had raised the question of origin and authenticity in ways that suggest that he
 had not yet arrived at the position defended in this essay. See, e.g., such statements in the "epistemo

 critical prologue" as the following: "Origin [Ursprung], although an entirely historical category, has,
 nevertheless, nothing to do with genesis [Entstehung]. The term origin is not intended to describe the

 process by which the existent came into being, but rather that which emerges from the process of
 becoming and disappearance. Origin is an eddy in the stream of becoming, and in its current it
 swallows the material involved in the process of genesis.... The authentic?the hallmark of origin
 in phenomena?is the object of discovery, a discovery which is connected in a unique way with the
 process of recognition" (45-46). For a subtle account of the neo-Platonic, neo-Leibnizian use of
 "origin" in this work see John Pizer, Toward a Theory of Radical Origin: Essays on Modern Ger
 man Thought (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995), chap. 2.
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 Martin Jay 19

 secularization of art, authenticity displaces the cult value of the work" (246).

 Whereas auratic natural objects have no comparable authenticity, an art object
 has an essence, which "is transmissible from its beginning, ranging from its
 substantive duration to its testimony to the history which it has experienced"

 (223). Or rather, art objects had such an essence until the techniques of mass
 reproduction, such as lithography, photography, and cinematography, under

 mined the original's uniqueness and disrupted the continuity of tradition. The
 result of this change, Benjamin asserted, was monumental: "The instant the

 criterion of authenticity ceases to be applicable to artistic production, the total

 function of art is reversed. Instead of being based on ritual, it begins to be
 based on another practice?politics" (226).

 Benjamin's analysis of this epochal shift is widely known, but one dimen

 sion of it needs foregrounding and examination. In an important footnote Ben
 jamin argues that "at the time of its origin a medieval picture of the Madonna

 could not yet be said to be 'authentic' It became 'authentic' only during the
 succeeding centuries and perhaps most strikingly so during the last one" (245).

 Valuing authenticity is itself, Benjamin claimed, a function of reproduction,

 not a quality of what precedes it. Thus, as Eva Geulen has recently pointed out,

 "authenticity is a belated effect. In the beginning was not the original, but rather

 the reproduction, which makes the concept of authenticity possible in the first

 place. Authenticity becomes 'authentic' only against the background of repro
 ducibility. That means, however, that authenticity is compromised from the
 beginning, inauthentic from the start, for its origin lies not in itself, but rather

 in its opposite, reproduction."13

 Adorno was skeptical about many aspects of Benjamin's argument?its
 wholesale disdain for the autonomous art object, its misplaced optimism about
 the political effects of the end of the aura, and its overemphasis on the critical

 implications of technology alone?but he seems to have been deeply impressed

 by this critique of the compromised nature of claims to authenticity.14 By the

 13. Eva Geulen, "Walter Benjamin's 'The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduc
 tion,'" in Benjamin's Ghosts: Interventions in Contemporary Literary and Cultural Theory, ed.
 Gerhard Richter (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2002), 135.

 14. There are still earlier expressions of his debts to Benjamin on this question. For example, in
 his 1932 essay "The Idea of Natural-History," Adorno acknowledged the importance of the theory
 of allegory in The Origin of German Tragic Drama as an antidote to the myth of Urgeschichte. See
 Theodor W. Adorno, "Die Idee der Naturgeschichte," in Philosophische Fr?hschriften, vol. 1 of
 Gesammelte Schriften, ed. Rolf Tiedemann (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1973), 357-60. In the
 same year, he wrote a short piece titled "The Primal" ("Der Ur"), which anticipated the critique of
 the Nazi use of the argument from origins in the aphorism in Minima Moralia discussed in this
 essay. See Adorno, "Der Ur," in Minima Moralia, vol. 20.2 of Gesammelte Schriften, ed. Rolf
 Tiedemann (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1986), 562-64.
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 20 Adorno's Critique of Genuineness

 time Adorno composed aphorism 99 in Minima Moralia, Benjamin's suspi
 cions of the claims of aesthetic authenticity were enlarged to encompass
 more general claims about authentic human behavior as a whole.

 The aphorism, "Gold Assay," invokes the practice of distinguishing
 rare from base metals, the genuine from the fool's alternative. Like believers
 in the intrinsic value of gold, devotees of authenticity think that they can
 isolate a standard of value before the onset of the exchange principle, which

 reduces everything to a fungible counter in a circulation without end. But
 despite his own fundamental hostility to the triumph of exchange, which was
 the economic equivalent of identity thinking, Adorno is at pains in Minima

 Moralia to distance himself as well from the order of valuation implied by
 the ontological search for an immutable standard like gold.15 He begins the

 aphorism by noting that the idea of genuineness has filled the vacuum cre
 ated by the collapse of substantive religious and ethical standards. Not only
 is the imperative that everyone should be entirely what he or she really is
 evident in late bourgeois thinkers like Henrik Ibsen, Kierkegaard, and Niet
 zsche, but it also has found a home among the adepts of fascist philosophy,

 who have taken on the pathos of religious authority without any real con
 tent. Their talk of heroic "being-in-the-world" and testing oneself in danger
 ous "frontier-situations" masks the absence of any values beyond sheer fac
 tual existence. But rather than see their appeal as a corruption of a more
 benign notion of authenticity, Adorno perceives its flaw operating at a deeper
 level, that of the self, whose authenticity is supposedly endangered in the mod
 ern world.

 "The untruth is located," he writes, "in the substratum of genuineness

 [Echtheit] itself, the individual. If it is in the principium individuationis, as

 the antipodes Hegel and Schopenhauer both recognized, that the secret of
 the world's course is concealed, then the conception of an ultimate and abso

 lute substantiality of the self falls victim to an illusion that protects the estab

 lished order even while its essence decays" (MM, 152).,6 The illusion is not
 that the integrated individual once existed and has been destroyed or maimed

 15. It should be noted that the international gold standard for currencies was itself terminated

 only during the Depression, the last straw being the United States' decision to abandon it in 1933.
 For a classic discussion of the implications of its abandonment as a symptom of liberal capitalism's
 crisis see Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation: The Political and Economic Origins of Our
 Time (Boston: Beacon, 1965). It is worth mentioning that this book was written in 1944 also by a
 leftist exile from fascism.

 16. Benjamin's strategies for resisting the idea of an integral, unified, substantial self are sensi
 tively explored in Gerhard Richter, Walter Benjamin and the Corpus of Autobiography (Detroit:

 Wayne State University Press, 2000).
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 Martin Jay 21

 in the present, or that individuals are to be understood as eternal existential

 realities underlying the depredations of a world that only appears to under
 mine them. True self-reflection instead will show that the seemingly sover
 eign and self-contained individual was always a secondary effect of impulses
 that are more primary, which Adorno categorizes as "imitation, play, want

 ing to be different" (153).
 Here, although he does not make it clear, Adorno drew on another of

 Benjamin's seminal ideas: the importance of the mimetic faculty for resist
 ing identity thinking and the preponderance of the subject over the object.17
 Creative mimicry, the passive receptivity that avoided domination of other
 ness, led to a benign playfulness that could make of repetition a virtue rather
 than a vice.18 The search for a pure subject prior to mimetic behavior, Adorno

 warned, leads to a false infinity of desire for a reality as elusive as the Kan

 tian thing-in-itself. Schopenhauer was among the first to realize the impos
 sibility of this quest when he posited the necessity of an external object as
 the basis for the alleged interiority of the subject, which was "nothing but an

 insubstantial ghost."19 Believing otherwise, Adorno continued, was itself a
 function of a particular social order that gave sovereign individuals ideologi
 cal solidity: "What presents itself as an original entity, a monad, is only the
 result of a social division of the social process. Precisely as an absolute, the
 individual is a mere reflection of property relations. In him the fictitious
 claim is made that what is biologically one must logically precede the social
 whole, from which it is only isolated by force, and its contingency is held up
 as a standard of truth" (MM, 153-54).

 Because the self is always imbricated in the social, any attempt, like
 Kierkegaard's, to retreat into naked existential interiority is complicitous
 with the isolation caused by society, not a protest against it. Nietzsche, despite

 all his insights into the workings of ideology, failed to see through the fallacy

 17. Benjamin's most important discussions come in his 1933 essays "Doctrine of the Similar"
 and "On the Mimetic Faculty," in Selected Writings, vol. 2, ed. Michael W. Jennings, Howard
 Eiland, and Gary Smith, trans. Rodney Livingstone et al. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
 Press, 1999). There is an extensive literature on Adorno's use of mimesis; for relevant texts and
 my own interpretation see Martin Jay, "Mimesis and Mimetology: Adorno and Lacoue-Labarthe,"
 in Cultural Semantics: Keywords of Our Time (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press,
 1998).

 18. There were, to be sure, less beneficial variants of mimicry and repetition, for example, what

 psychoanalysis had called "identification with the aggressor," which Adorno along with Max Hork
 heimer criticized in Dialectic of Enlightenment and elsewhere.

 19. Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Idea, trans. R. B. Haldane and J. Kemp, 2
 vols. (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1950), 1:358, cited by Adorno in MM, 153.
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 22 Adorno's Critique of Genuineness

 of authenticity, which betrayed his Lutheran roots and smacked of the very

 anti-Semitism he decried in Wagner. In contrast, Adorno insisted, "anything
 that does not wish to wither should rather take on itself the stigma of the inau

 thentic. For it lives on in the mimetic heritage. The human is indissolubly
 linked with imitation: a human being becomes a human being at all by imi
 tating other human beings" (154). If there is a religious dimension of this alter

 native to authenticity, it comes through speaking of the self not as an abso
 lute ontological ground but as a second-order reality understood to have been

 made in the likeness of that supreme other called God.

 Those who celebrate genuineness, Adorno continued, also often do so
 for social reasons, to legitimate their priority before those who allegedly are
 latecomers. The precarious experience of the exile can be heard in his warn
 ing that "all ruling strata claim to be the oldest settlers, autochthonous. The

 whole philosophy of inwardness, with its professed contempt for the world,

 is the last sublimation of the brutal, barbaric lore whereby he who was here

 first has the greatest rights" (155). Not only is the philosophy of authentic
 inwardness falsely premised on some alleged founding claim in the imme

 morial past, but it is also a function of the very society in the present it pre

 tends to question. "The discovery of genuineness as a last bulwark of indi
 vidualistic ethics is a reflection of mass-production. Only when countless
 standardized commodities project, for the sake of profit, the illusion of being
 unique, does the idea take shape, as their antithesis yet in keeping with the
 same criteria, that the non-reproducible is the truly genuine" (155). Then,
 echoing Benjamin's observation in the footnote to "The Work of Art in the

 Age of Mechanical Reproduction" cited earlier, but moving it from the regis
 ter of the visual to the aural arts, Adorno added, "Previously, the question of
 authenticity was doubtless as little asked of intellectual products as that of
 originality, a concept unknown in Bach's era" (155).20

 The fetish of the original, of the authentic, of the incommensurable is

 captured in the comparable fetish of gold as an alternative to mere exchange.
 The aphorism ends with Adorno protesting that any attempt to find such a

 foundation beyond social relations merely serves those relations that predomi
 nate in capitalism. "The ungenuineness of the genuine stems from its need to

 20. Adorno's critique of those who tried to find authenticity in Bach appeared in his "Bach
 Defended against His Devotees," in Prisms, trans. Samuel Weber and Shierry Weber (London:
 MIT Press, 1967). It might be noted, as Pizer has pointed out, that Adorno's distrust of the "false
 origins" of modern jazz in African music also reflects his suspicion of any prioritizing of the earli
 est as the most authentic (Toward a Theory of Radical Origin, 93). This study has many shrewd
 things to say about Adorno's critique of the simple idea of Ursprung.
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 Martin Jay 23

 claim, in a society dominated by exchange, to be what it stands for yet is never

 able to be. The apostles of genuineness, in the service of the power that now
 masters circulation, dignify the demise of the latter with the dance of the money
 veils" (155). Gold as an absolute standard of value is thus no antidote to the

 empty circulation of exchange but rather its fetishistic complement. Authen
 ticity as an antidote to the apparent inauthenticity of the administered world
 is no less complicitous in what it strives to resist.

 Despite the defeat of fascism, Adorno came to believe that the same
 constellation of ideological forces was at work in the postwar world. In his
 1948 study Philosophy of Modern Music, he began his attack on Stravinsky

 with a section called 'Authenticity" ("Eigentlichkeit"). Linking it with the
 composer's denial of the subjective pole in music and his apotheosis of sac
 rifice, Adorno argued that

 the relationship to concurrent philosophical phenomenology is unmistakable.

 The renunciation of all psychologism?the reduction to the pure phenome
 non, as the process reveals itself?opens up a realm of "authentic" being
 which is beyond all doubt. In both cases, distrust of the unoriginal (at its
 utmost depth the suspicion of the contradiction between actual society and
 its ideology) results in the misleading hypostatization of the "remains," or

 what is left over after the removal of that which has allegedly been super
 imposed as truth.21

 In his 1956 introduction to his metacritique of Edmund Husserl's phe
 nomenology, Against Epistemology, Adorno continued the attack by writing
 that "phenomenology speaks the jargon of authenticity which meanwhile
 ruined the whole of cultivated German language and turned it into sacred
 gibberish. It struck a theological note devoid of theological content or any other

 content except self-idolization. It feigns the incarnate presence of the first

 which is neither incarnate nor present. Its authority resembles that of the
 bureaucratic world which rests on nothing except the fact of bureaucracy
 itself."22 The phrase "the jargon of authenticity" then served as the title of a

 longer treatment of the problem that was originally intended for Negative

 Dialectics but became its own book because Adorno thought the danger suf
 ficiently great to warrant a separate treatment.

 21. Theodor W. Adorno, Philosophy of Modern Music, trans. Ann G. Mitchell and Wesley V.
 Blomster (New York: Continuum, 1973), 139-40.

 22. Theodor W. Adorno, Against Epistemology: A Metacritique, trans. Willis Domingo (Cam
 bridge, MA: MIT Press, 1983), 34.
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 24 Adorno's Critique of Genuineness

 It begins with Adorno tracing the current jargon to a group of unidenti
 fied religious revivalists in the 1920s, "anti-intellectual intellectuals" (JA, 4),

 whose rediscovery of Kierkegaard had led them to seek concrete religious
 experience instead of abstract idealist theology. Adorno mentions a friend who

 was not invited to participate in their company?perhaps Siegfried Kracauer?
 because his hesitation before Kierkegaard's "leap of faith" had suggested that
 he was "not authentic enough" (3).23 Those who shared such hesitations sar
 castically dubbed the revivalists, who anticipated Heidegger's appropriation
 of authenticity in Being and Time, "The Authentic Ones." For Adorno, writ

 ing in the 1960s, their heirs included Jaspers, Otto Friedrich Bollnow, and
 Ulrich Sonnemann.

 Once again, Benjamin's "Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Repro
 duction" provided Adorno with a way to situate the cult. "The fact that the
 words of the jargon sound as if they said something higher than what they mean

 suggests the term 'aura.' It is hardly an accident," Adorno argued, "that Benja

 min introduced the term at the same moment when, according to his own
 theory, what he understood by 'aura' became impossible to experience. As
 words that are sacred without sacred content, as frozen emanations, the terms

 of the jargon of authenticity are products of the disintegration of the aura"
 (JA, 9-10). Although now conceding that Nietzsche may have still used the
 word genuineness nonideologically, Adorno contended that "in the jargon . . .
 it stands out in the unending mumble of the liturgy of inwardness" (70). In this

 liturgy lurks the ideology of subjective "mineness," "the decision in which the

 individual subject chooses itself as its own possession. The subject, the con
 cept of which was once created in contrast to reification, thus becomes reified"

 (115).24 Here, significantly, Adorno seized on the root meaning of Eigentlich

 keit rather than Echtheit', apparently, he never thematized the legal implica

 tions of genuineness. In any event, he argued that the choice of "mineness"

 23. The possibility that Kracauer was the friend is suggested by his 1925 critique of the Buber
 Rosenzweig translation of the Hebrew Bible, which was motivated in part by his skepticism about
 their ability to revive the authenticity of the divine word in current language. For my attempt to sort

 out the implications of the dispute see Martin Jay, "Politics of Translation: Siegfried Kracauer and
 Walter Benjamin on the Buber-Rosenzweig Bible," in Permanent Exiles: Essays on the Intellectual
 Migration from Germany to America (New York: Continuum, 1985). For a more recent treatment,

 which stresses important differences between Rosenzweig and Buber, see Leora Batnitsky, Idola
 try and Representation: The Philosophy of Franz Rosenzweig Reconsidered (Princeton, NJ: Prince
 ton University Press, 2000), 135-41.

 24. Another Marxist critique of the same reification can be found in C. B. Macpherson, The
 Political Theory of Possessive Individualism: Hobbes to Locke (Oxford: Clarendon, 1962), which
 traces it back to early liberal political thought and the nascent market economy.
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 Martin Jay 25

 failed to register the obstacles to self-possession produced by the social and
 political order, which is far more intrusive than the jargon assumes.

 Adorno's target, it should be stressed, was as much the linguistic abuse

 of the terms authenticity and genuineness as what they purported to denote.

 "Language," he complained, "uses the term 'authentic' in a floating manner"
 (123), which can give too much power to the subject doing the designating.

 By so doing, it undermines what he called in Negative Dialectics "the object's
 preponderance," which is forgotten by those who embrace an undialectical
 nominalism.25 But no less problematic is the opposite mistake, made by the

 phenomenologists: seeking contact with the essential object beneath subjective
 mediations. "Heidegger would like to escape Husserl's dualism, as well as
 the whole dispute of nominalism. He remains a tributary of Husserl's, how
 ever, in the short-circuited conclusion that imputes the authentic immediacy

 to things, and thus turns the authentic into a special domain" (JA, 125; trans,

 modified). As a result, Heidegger supports valorizing identity over noniden
 tity, the totality over the particular, and death over life, which are the sinister

 earmarks of fascist thought.
 To sum up, then, Adorno's multifarious charges against authenticity and

 the jargon around it are as follows: it provides a hollow substitute for lost reli

 gious belief in ultimate values; it is based on a mistaken search for proprietary
 origins that establish rights of the earliest settlers; it rests on a dubious ideal

 of self-possession and integrity, which fails to credit the mimetic moment in
 the creation of selfhood; it entails an ontological fiction of absoluteness that

 falsely sees itself as the antidote to the leveling equivalence of the exchange

 principle; it serves as an anti-intellectual evocation of concreteness and
 immediacy against the alleged depredations of abstract, intellectual thought;
 it can be understood as a variant of the cultish notion of aura, which itself

 is only a function of the reproductive technologies that it pretends to ante
 date; and, finally, it paradoxically gives too much power to the subject able
 to designate something as authentic and to the object after that designation
 has been made. All attempts to derive authentic meaning from etymologi
 cal priority thus share with foundational philosophy a vain search for an Urge

 schichte, which is little more than a nostalgic fantasy of primal wholeness
 before the Fall.

 With all of these faults, a viable concept of authenticity seems beyond
 salvage, and therefore Heidegger's distinction between genuine and false authen

 ticity is not one Adorno could have embraced. As we know, however, he was

 25. Theodor W. Adorno, Negative Dialectics, trans. E. B. Ashton (New York: Seabury, 1973), 183.
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 rarely content simply to denounce a position from the vantage point of its
 binary opposite, which leads us to pose the following questions: Were there
 other usages of "genuineness" and "authenticity" that escape the gravitational
 pull of the current jargon? Did Adorno himself provide a less toxic use of the

 terms in his own writing? Were the analysis in "Gold Assay" and the compa
 rable remarks in his other writings cited above not the last word on these
 numinous words? In the remainder of this essay, I explore a subordinate cur
 rent in his work that did, in fact, gingerly give a positive answer to these ques

 tions, thus revealing a more benign usage of the term in his vocabulary.
 The first thing to register is that, despite all the reasons listed above,

 Adorno did feel comfortable using authenticity as an honorific term at various

 times in his work, although, as Robert Hullot-Kentor has noted, almost always

 in the form of Authentizit?t rather than Eigentlichkeit.16 Thus, for example,

 in the same essay criticizing contemporary interpretations of Bach for assimi

 lating his music to the philosophical search for a timeless "Order of Being,"
 Adorno could also contend that "authentic works unfold their truth-content,

 which transcends the scope of individual consciousness, in a temporal dimen
 sion through the law of their form."27 The implication here is that artworks that

 register the passing of time, the inability to return to something allegedly pri

 mal and originary, can earn the positive epithet of "authentic." Thus Adorno
 explicitly did not use the term in connection with the historical recovery of

 early instruments or original performance techniques, as did the movement

 to restore music to its allegedly primal beginnings.28
 The temporality of authenticity in the critical sense, that is, as transience,

 moreover, involved not merely acknowledging the contradictory state of the

 present world but also anticipating something better that might replace it. This
 is a vital dimension of what Adorno insisted was a work's truth-content. The

 temporality necessary to truth-content was therefore explicitly historical, not

 natural. In fact, as early as his 1930 essay "Reaction and Progress," Adorno
 would claim that "whatever nature may have been at the start, it is only from
 history that it receives the seal of genuineness [Echtheit]. History enters into
 the constellation of truth: through the dead stare of their speechless eternity

 the stars will strike down with confusion anyone who tries to partake of truth

 26. Robert Hullot-Kentor, pers. comm., April 18, 2003. As elsewhere, Adorno was eager to dis
 rupt the "native" origin of words by using their "foreign" equivalents.

 27. Adorno, "Bach Defended against His Devotees," 143.
 28. See Nicholas Kenyon, ed., Authenticity and Early Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

 1988).
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 outside of history."29 Accordingly, authentic art results from those composers

 who express, albeit in mediated form, the historical realities of their day.
 In his own age, art might earn the accolade of true authenticity if it

 resisted providing instances of its false alternative, which fed the jargon
 Adorno so disliked. As he put it in his essay "Every Twenty Years," culture
 after Auschwitz can avoid inauthenticity only if it registers the impossibility
 of culture as a meaningful whole: "The authentic artists of the present are
 those in whose works there shudders the aftershock of the most extreme ter

 ror."30 In Aesthetic Theory he made a similar point: "Scars of damage and
 disruption are the modern's seal of authenticity [Echtheitssiegel] ; by their
 means, art desperately negates the closed confines of the ever-same; explo
 sion is one of its invariants" (23).

 Adorno was thus, despite all of his hostility to the ideological search for

 an existential "gold standard," able to mobilize the rhetoric of authenticity for
 his own purposes. In fact, because he reintroduced a notion of aesthetic
 authenticity in these ways, it has been possible for some of his critics to chide

 him for falling below the standard set by The Jargon of Authenticity. Thus,
 for example, Douglas Kellner has charged that Adorno's aesthetics are undi
 alectical because they rest on "a binary contrast between 'authentic' art and

 mass culture in which the latter is primarily debased and emancipatory effects

 are limited to the former. This stance reproduces the German religion of high
 art and its inevitable elitism, and completely excludes the 'popular' from the

 domain of 'the authentic,' thus regressing behind the critiques of Brecht and
 Benjamin?and Adorno's own critique of 'the authentic' in The Jargon of
 Authenticity!^

 The irony of this critique from the populist Left, which simplistically
 reverses the binary opposition it attributes to Adorno, is that it was precisely

 the Benjamin of "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction"
 who inspired the attack on genuineness in Minima Moralia and after. That
 attack, as I have noted, was indebted to an appreciation of how the mimetic

 29. Theodor W. Adorno, "Reaktion und Fortschritt," in Adorno and Ernst Krenek, Briefwechsel,
 ed. Wolfgang Rogge (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1974), 179, cited in Max Paddison, Adorno's
 Aesthetics of Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 91. See also Paddison's very
 helpful 'Authenticity and Failure in Adorno's Aesthetics of Music," in The Cambridge Companion
 to Adorno, ed. Tom Huhn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 198-221.

 30. Theodor W. Adorno, "Jene zwanziger Jahre," in Eingriffe, vol. 10.2 of Gesammelte Schriften,
 ed. Rolf Tiedemann (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1977), 506.

 31. Douglas Kellner, "Adorno and the Dialectics of Mass Culture," in Adorno: A Critical
 Reader, ed. Nigel Gibson and Andrew Rubin (Oxford: Blackwell, 2002), 105.
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 quality of mechanically reproduced art undermined claims to auratic origi
 nality. That is, Adorno's praise for authenticity in art understood nonideologi

 cally is based precisely on his critique of its problematic use, which could
 just as well be evident in mass culture as in high culture. Thus in Aesthetic
 Theory Adorno took pains to uncouple the aura from what he thought of as

 the critically authentic art of his day:

 Compared with authentic art, degraded, dishonored, and administered art is

 by no means without aura: the opposition between those antagonistic spheres

 must always be conceived as the mediation of the one through the other. In
 the contemporary situation, those works honor the auratic element that abstain

 from it; its destructive conservation?its mobilization for the production of

 effects in the interest of creating mood?has its locus in amusement_Aura
 is gulped down along with sensual stimuli; it is the uniform sauce that the
 culture industry pours over the whole of its manufacture. (311)

 In other words, mass culture is itself the site of a resurrected auratic

 effect, which parallels the cult of immediacy and genuineness evident in the

 philosophical jargon of authenticity. A defensible?that is, critical?version
 of authenticity resists such phony auratic effects, with their comforting illu
 sions of wholeness and integrity, and registers instead both the shudder of
 alienation in the modern world and the Utopian moment of mimetic relation

 ality that Benjamin had praised in modern technologies of reproduction as
 well as in ancient practices like astrology and graphology.

 There is in fact a subtle adumbration of this position in aphorism 99.
 "Indeed," Adorno writes, "not only inauthenticity that poses as veridical ought

 to be convicted of lying; authenticity itself becomes a lie the moment it becomes

 authentic, that is, in reflecting on itself, in postulating itself as genuine, in which

 it already oversteps the identity that it lays claim to in the same breath" (MM,

 154). In this compacted sentence, Adorno is arguing that the claim that some

 thing should be seen as authentic is itself a theoretical overlay, a reified con

 ceptual subsumption, that distances specific cases of the allegedly authentic
 from their own particularity. Instead of maintaining their nonidentical unique

 ness, outside and resistant to the exchange principle, they become mere instances

 of the very category of authenticity, subsumed under a general term, rather
 than irreducible to it. As a result, they are simply victims of another mode of

 commensuration, which only thinks that it challenges what it dislikes in eco

 nomic fungibility. Such an outcome happens in high as well as in mass cul
 ture, when the aura is introduced as a way to distinguish the uniqueness of a
 work, just as the genuine individual is set apart from the herd, from Heidegger's

 das Man (the One or the They). In all these cases, the imposition of the cate
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 gory of auratic authenticity undermines the nonauratic alternative that Adorno
 sees in certain works of art in the modern era.

 What are the results of tracing the concept of authenticity in Adorno's
 work? The ideological notion of authenticity, attacked in aphorism 99 and The

 Jargon of Authenticity, is based on a dangerous search for ultimate origins as
 legitimating fictions, a mistaken reification of the individual as a self-possessed

 monad and of the transfer of cultish notions of aura from religion to art, phi
 losophy, and everyday human existence. It evokes the myth of autochthonous
 rootedness to denigrate the wanderers condemned to permanent exile.

 Against this usage are two more defensible notions, which are variants of

 nonauratic authenticity. One involves the registering of modern life's historical

 disasters, the "scars of damage and disruption" that produce a shudder emblem

 atic of the work's truth-content. Here authenticity means fidelity to the his
 torical moment, with all its traumatic contradictions, rather than retreat to an

 allegedly prior state of plenitudinous wholeness before the fall into alienation.

 However vigorously he may have insisted on the value of aesthetic autonomy
 against the reduction of art to a function of something exterior to it, Adorno

 never failed to praise works that indirectly expressed the depredations of mod

 ern life. Indeed, only the works that resist the gravitational pull of the current

 order and yet do not pretend to have transcended it entirely?works that, as
 Max Paddison has pointed out, are "failures" and know themselves as such?
 can gain the breathing space to express its horrors.32

 The second defensible use harks back to Benjamin's celebration of the
 mimetic faculty, which is evident in the technologically reproduced mass cul

 ture that Adorno so often distrusted. In this context, authenticity paradoxically

 means accepting and even valorizing the necessary inauthenticity of the self,
 which is always dependent on the other, always in relation to the outside, always

 insufficiently integrated into a coherent and boundaried unit. To repeat the key

 sentences of aphorism 99: "Anything that does not wish to wither should rather

 take on itself the stigma of the inauthentic. For it lives on in the mimetic heri

 tage" (MM, 154). Here the derived is privileged over the putative original, which,

 as the above-cited footnote from "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical

 Reproduction" shows, is itself an effect of the reproduction it pretends to pre

 cede, a phantasmic compensation for what is assumed to be lost. This version of

 mimetic relationality is not, however, a capitulation to the exchange principle,
 for it knows that imitation is not perfectly equivalent, that mirroring is not sim

 ple duplication. It provides an alternative both to the absolute commensurability

 of exchange and to the absolute singularity of the jargon of authenticity.

 32. Paddison, 'Authenticity and Failure."
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 One final example will clarify this alternative, and it ensues from Adorno's

 own performative practice. That is, if we register the extent to which the critique

 of genuineness in Minima Moralia and elsewhere was itself deeply indebted
 to Benjamin's defense of mechanical reproduction against the aura and to his
 notion of the mimetic faculty, it quickly becomes apparent that many of Adorno's

 "own" ideas betray precisely the kind of inauthenticity that he defended against

 jargon.33 Or, if one wants to rely on his critical use of the term, it shows the
 nonauratic authenticity of the intellectual who knows himself not to be in full

 possession of his own ideas. Paradoxically, in his very lack of originality, his
 reworking without entirely duplicating many of his friend's most arresting
 ideas, Adorno took upon himself the stigma he urged us all to accept. However

 greatly we may have sought to honor him in 2003, his centenary year, it is,
 pace Detlev Claussen, as inauthentic follower rather than self-starting genius,34

 as creative mimic rather than wholly original thinker, as nonauratic epigone

 rather than charismatic lawgiver, that Adorno ironically deserves our deepest

 respect.35

 33. For another example in Minima Moralia, see aphorism 33, "Out of the Firing Line," where
 Adorno writes that World War II is "as totally divorced from experience as is the functioning of a
 machine from the movement of the body, which only begins to resemble it in pathological states. . . .

 Life has changed into a timeless succession of shocks, interspersed with empty, paralyzed inter
 vals. . . . The total obliteration of the war by information, propaganda commentaries, with camera
 men in the first tanks and war reporters dying heroic deaths, the mishmash of enlightened manipu

 lation of public opinion and oblivious activity: all this is another expression for the withering of
 experience, the vacuum between men and their fate, in which their real fate lies" (54-55). This pas
 sage duplicates without any attribution exactly what Benjamin had said about World War I in his
 1936 essay "The Storyteller" (Illuminations, 83-84).

 34. Detlev Claussen, Theodor W. Adorno: Ein letztes Genie (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 2003).

 The issue of what constitutes a genius is, to be sure, a highly complicated one. One place to begin
 is Kant's Critique of Judgment, trans. J. B. Bernard (New York: Hafner, 1951), where he argues that

 the genius produces "an example, not to be imitated (for then that which in it is genius and consti
 tutes the spirit of the work would be lost), but to be followed by another genius, whom it awakens
 to a feeling of his own originality" (162). One might well argue that Adorno, despite the imitations
 discussed in this essay, was inspired to his own originality by Benjamin's example.

 35. Those whose ideas Adorno may have borrowed were not always as generous in their read
 ings of his mimetic impulse. In the unpublished memorandum Siegfried Kracauer wrote in 1960
 after a meeting with Adorno on the forthcoming Negative Dialectics, Kracauer observed: "At this
 point, I believe, Teddie was at the end of his rope. I am sure, however, he will not admit this to himself

 but immediately manage to believe that all my thoughts are really his own, annex these thoughts,
 which he already considers his property, to his 'system' and pass them off as the natural outgrowth
 of the latter. As Benjamin said: he grabs everything he is told, digests it and its consequences and
 then takes over." Quoted and discussed in my essay "Adorno and Kracauer: Notes on a Troubled
 Friendship," in Permanent Exiles, 229. Whether Benjamin and Kracauer can themselves be seen as
 utterly "original" thinkers is another issue.
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